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Time and time again we are told about the frustrating experiences of installing 
subsurface driplines, having to trench the lines evenly spaced, trying to manage 
tangling tubing then tediously connect it all together at 20-30cm spacing only to find 
out that it sort of works.

Well that is not the case with Ezi Mat, our team of horticulturists and plant 
physiologists have put their heads together to design a better solution for 
subsurface lawn & embankment irrigation. 

The Ezi Mat was first designed for optimum moisture uptake to the plantThe Ezi Mat was first designed for optimum moisture uptake to the plant
which can only be achieved with the right amount of water at the right time at the which can only be achieved with the right amount of water at the right time at the 
right spacing. We also thought heavily about the ease of installation and experience 
of installing it.  After much thought and many trials, we have designed the Ezi Mat to 
simply roll out and snap connected using simple connectors to a header and footer 
poly pipe and let the water do its magic. The system has undergone multiple trials 
and the simpler the better was the end result. We’re proud of Ezi Mat’s results, It’s 
capabilities and uses in the industry for both residential and commercial. We hope 
you find this brochure informative and we hope to work with you in the near future.you find this brochure informative and we hope to work with you in the near future.

Ryan Hinton
Co-Founder

A Better Subsurface Product Has Now
Surfaced



Ezi Mat is a subsurface irrigation system that works with capillary action.
Specialised drip tapes emit water at the root zone aided by a specially
engineered mat that positions the tape for even water distribution and
uniformity of nutrient load especially phosphorous. The system is designed to
evenly supply the right amount of moisture for healthy plant processes. It
supplies the water economically both in volume and cost to operate legally in
Stage 2 NSW water restrictions.Stage 2 NSW water restrictions.

A water timer linked to the Bureau of Meteorology ensures that watering is
efficient according to weather conditions. Healthy root growth is experienced
above and below the mat as the soil will always be at field capacity when
watering as the system will release water via capillary action to the soil pores
directly above then eventually below especially in rainfall events where
everything above reaches saturation point. Roots can easily penetrate the mat
making the turf additionally stable. The ease of installation, its efficiency andmaking the turf additionally stable. The ease of installation, its efficiency and
watering without interrupting clients lifestyle, make it a perfect solution for
residential lawns.

About 
Ezi Mat



Bank planting can be costly when rain or overhead sprinklers cause 
the soil and mulch to slip down the slope. Ezimat performs as 
erosion control technology; it is a mulching system, a bank stabiliser 
and a low pressure irrigation system minimising run off. Soil 
stabilising plants can be inserted by cutting cross sections (X)
in the fabric between the irrigation lines. Unlike, ad hoc irrigation in the fabric between the irrigation lines. Unlike, ad hoc irrigation 
systems, Ezimat waters plants evenly reducing losses through 
insufficient moisture.

Ezimat complements this soil stabilising product by providing for 
plant life to grow on a slope while being evenly watered. The Ezimat 
geotextile stabilises the soil surface and provides a weed inhibiting 
mat while allowing air and moisture to flow through for soil microbes. 
Stabilising plants can be planted through insertions in the mat, or Stabilising plants can be planted through insertions in the mat, or 
errosion systems can be laid over Ezimat, and be filled with soil or 
mulch for planting. Water is drawn up through anti errosion cells by 
capillary action using Ezimat. Both systems are most suitable for 
banks, rooftop gardens or slopes needing low ornamental planting.

USE WITH 

EMBANKMENTS
HOLDS BACK
EROSION

GUARANTEED 
ESTABLISHMENT

ACTS AS A
WEED MAT



The Ezi mat fabric holds back erosion when secured down to the 
surface. Evenly placed U pegs keep the mat in contact with the soil, 
stabilising the surface. The mat will allow rainwater to pass through 
but will inhibit weed growth below.

Ezi Mat irrigation tape emits water evenly to sustain bank vegetation 
at low pressure reducing run-off.
Erosion technology can be laid over the mat. Anti erosion system Erosion technology can be laid over the mat. Anti erosion system 
cells come in various dimensions to accommodate planting. Soil or 
mulch fills the cells, preventing slippage or erosion with rain. The 
materials in the Ezi Mat® and anti erosion systems are long lasting. 
Both systems are easy to install and suitable for earth banks and 
rooftop applications where steep angles need material holding and 
watering technology.

ERROSION
CONTROL EROSION SYSTEM 

COMPATIBLE
STABILIZES 
MULCH



NO SPRINKLERS ANTI-VANDAL

Green oasis plantings and lush grass in building courtyards soften hard surfaces and provide a cooling, calming effect
for occupants of modern high rise. Clients use courtyard spaces for alternative work areas, fresh air, meeting
spaces and lunch breaks. The constant access and attraction of these spaces does not need to be interrupted with
above ground sprinkler systems. Rather, underground irrigation means spaces are accessible day and night and is
especially useful for after hours gatherings and exercise areas. 

Underground irrigation systems like Ezi Mat irrigate silently, economically and at the root zone where the water is Underground irrigation systems like Ezi Mat irrigate silently, economically and at the root zone where the water is 
needed most. Modern technology means apps connected with weather bureaus can adjust watering programmes to 
suit the conditions, eliminating pooling and waste typical of above ground systems.
Ezi Mat water the grass and not the hard surfaces that can become slip areas. Underground irrigation can also Ezi Mat water the grass and not the hard surfaces that can become slip areas. Underground irrigation can also 
fertilise and aerate the soil producing optimum growth. This is particularly useful in high traffic turf areas, 
wherecompaction can reduce oxygen levels for roots. Ezi Mat is easy to install, does wet windows or feature 
surfaces and distribute water evenly to keep areas healthy and inviting.

CITY SCAPES &
BUILT ENVIROMENT

EVEN 
WATERING

WATER STEEP
INCLINES

REMOTE
SCHEDULING



PARKS

Damage to pop-ups can be costly and irritating. Loss of watering through faulty or damaged pop-ups can mean
turf die back; restoring these areas is time consuming and labour intensive. Underground irrigation is less
temptation for unwanted patrons set on vandalism. The irrigation water is evenly distributed through capillary
action + mass flow, and correctly spaced emitters means soil moisture is available at the root zone.

EziMat provides an extra bonus of turf stability.The mat with irrigation lines, lies 60 to 100mm below the turf 
surface so roots can actively grow through the mat and into the subsoil estabilising the sod. 
Watering from EziMat is an upward/downward direction. Water is taken up towards the surface through Watering from EziMat is an upward/downward direction. Water is taken up towards the surface through 
capillary action via evapotranspiration, while water also flows down through the mat under gravity.

ANTI-VANDAL INCRESES LAWN
STRENGTH

24/7 
PUBLIC USE

KEEPS LAWN
GREEN



The optimum is to have a regular state of Field Capacity for effective hydration, which is possible through watering
regimes connected to weather bureaus. Ezi Mat utilizes WiFi technology with an app that can moderate water 
according to the weather. This has the added benefit of watering less and more efficiently. An added bonus is that
underground irrigation can water within Stage 2 water restrictions, keeping turfed areas green and attractive to
patrons.

Children’s playgrounds can have healthy green grass all year round where soft fall is important. There are
also technologies for hard wear areas that can be combined with EziMats irrigation system. The Cover Lawnalso technologies for hard wear areas that can be combined with EziMats irrigation system. The Cover Lawn
system cultivates turf to grow through a mesh weave for extra stability and wear capacity. Coupled with
the stability of roots in the EziMat system, plus its watering and aeration capacity, hard wear areas have
more support and a chance to recover through supplying water and extra air to the roots. Banks are typically hard 
to keep stabilised in public recreation areas. EziMat reversed, becomes a weed control system and watering system 
in one. 
Stabilising plant material can be planted between the irrigation lines through cross slit incisions in the mat. The mat Stabilising plant material can be planted between the irrigation lines through cross slit incisions in the mat. The mat 
lets atmospheric air and moisture thorough, while inhibiting weed seed germination but allowing healthy microbial 
activity. The mat also acts as a soil stabiliser being pinned down with U pegs. Stabilising technology like GeoWeb® or 
similar can also be used in coordination with EziMat. The GeoWeb® system can sit on top of the mat to stabilise 
mulch cover. Stabilising plant material can be planted into the cells through the mat. Thus exists a stabilising cell 
technology to conserve mulch or soil, while having the benefit of irrigation and stability with the EziMat system.



ROOFTOP
GARDENS

Ezi Mat provides a solution in a filtering membrane at the base of planted areas, as well as 
irrigation for the soil volume above. Often drainage material at the base of planted
areas on rooftops can be contaminated with sand meaning excess water takes more time 
to be dispersed. EziMat could be laid 100-200mm below the surface and water the soil 
volume through capillary action, while also providing a separating membrane between the 
soil profile and drainage aggregate.

EziMat can also be fitted with aeration and fertilising attachments to keep the root zone EziMat can also be fitted with aeration and fertilising attachments to keep the root zone 
healthy, especially in shallow soil profiles. Irrigation from EziMat can be programmed
to re-charge the soil moisture, rather than saturate it and wait for gravity and drainage to to re-charge the soil moisture, rather than saturate it and wait for gravity and drainage to 
return the soil to less than Field Capacity. Watering at the correct level is vital for plant 
health in shallow planted areas to eliminate harmful and smelly anaerobic organisms, 
reducing nitrogen levels released as gas in wet soils, and problems with fungal diseases. On 
the other hand, watering needs to be sufficient when sitting atop hard surfaces, particularly 
in warm weather. EziMat ustilizes WiFi technology with an app that can moderate water 
according to the weather, being linked to weather bureaus. Watering regimes can be 
negotiated with EziMat technicians to suit the particular watering needs of level ornegotiated with EziMat technicians to suit the particular watering needs of level or
sloping surfaces.

ACTS AS FILTERING 
MEMBRANE

INSTALL 200MM 
BELOW SURFACE

200mm

MAINTAINS FIELD 
CAPACITY

EROSION SYSTEM 
COMPATIBLE

REDUCES FUNGAL 
DISEASES



CONVINCED?
CONTACT US

0466 563 316

ryan@ezimat.com

0422 865 042

chris@ezimat.com

Ryan Hinton
Co-Founder | General Manager Co-Founder | Technical Support 

Chris Hinton

1300 394 628

sales@ezimat.com

16 Carington Street Crookwell NSW



SPRINKLERS vs

Longer installation

Higher labour cost

Tweaking spray coverage

Clogged spray heads
Not an issue, all emitters are 
protected by the mat

Sprinkler vandalism

Saturates soil

Reduced lawn use when in 
operation

24/7 use Ezi Mat waters 
underground

Keeps soil at field capacity

Ezi Mat is below the surface

No need, the whole area is 
watered evenly

Less time, less labour

Shorter installation


